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The popular image of mathematics is that it is difficult. cold, abstract, ullra-tational, important and largely masculine. Many persons operating at high levels of competency in numeracy, grapbi~, computeraey in their professional life still say 'I m no good at mathematics.1could never do it,' They perceive mathematics to be alien to themselves and their professionalconcerns. Given this attention, what can PoME uniquely contribute to the understanding and solution (or rather initial steps towards the solution) of this problem? It could be argued that even if PoME cannot offer something unique, the problem is of such importance that all efforts directed at it are valuable. However PoME does have something unique to contribute. On the one hand, the image of mathematics, the nature of mathematics, conceptions of mathematics all fmd theirmost systematic treatment in the philosophy of mathematics. On the other, their promulgation, dissemination and re-creation is largely affected through education. Hence the study of the intersection and interaction of these two fields, which is the concern of the Philosophy of Mathematics Education, has a central role to play.
To return to the questions listed above: How widespread is the image of mathematics as difficult, cold, abstract, ultra-rational, important and largely masculine? To answer it, first the distinction must be drawn between mathematics as a discipline (what professional mathematicians understand as mathematics) and school mathematics. As it happens, both of these can share the popular image described above, at least to outsiders. Such an image is associated with negative attitudes to mathematics.
However. research on children's attitudes toward mathematics in the past two decades shows fairly widespread liking of the school subject, certainly in the years of elementary schooling. In the later years of schooling attitudes becomemore If its image is an unnecessary obstacle whicb blocks popular access to matbematics, tben it is a great social evil. The point of this story is thaI this maverick tIadition rejectsthe imageof mathematics described above as unnecessary, mistaken and downright false. To use Reuben Hersh's image: mathematics has a front and a back. In the front, the public are served perfect mathematical dishes, like in a classy restaurant. In the back, the mathematicians cook up new knowledge amid mess, chaos and all the inescapable associated human striving, successes, failures (and displaysof ill temper!).
Can any change in educational or other practices alter the popular image of mathematics?
Presumable change is always possible, or else we would all give up! The fust step must be to raise consciousness about the future of mathematics" and about the fact that there are alternative and competing conceptions of it Promulgating such views within educational circles and beyond in society at large are vital. But the fmal question must be asked. Is there any hidden agenda behind thepopularimageof mathematics?
If there are, then strong resistance to change can be expected. The status quo always has its own momentum, and is difficult to change.
But there is a more radical view that the kind of popular image of mathematics described here serves conservative interests in the mathematics community and in society in general. For if mathematics is viewed as difficult, cold. abstract, ultra-rational, important and largely masculine, then it offers access most easily to those who feci a sense of ownershi'l' of mathematics. of the associated values 0 western culture and of the educational system in general. These will tend to be males, to be middle class, and to be white.
Thus the argument runs that the popular image of
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Pythagoreanism
Poems by Lee Goldstein This argument is quite radical, and may involve assumptions unpalatable to some. It may not be accepted that the popular image of mathematics has a hidden agenda or serves particular interests. Even so, it should be conceded that the type of popular image of mathematics described obstructs the full participation of all
Impedimenta Malhematica
When I am in thedifferential abandonment In which I could grasp the probationary thing or faeient; As the thing is less its manner, Then it may be seizedin mler To satisfy the necessary condition; But, ah, there remains yet that nagging prototaxi<: bent To recollectone of English's innominate, To boot, the set of all nonce elements; Alas, it mimics itself typica1ly in paradox
